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As members of the infectious disease modelling community, we recognize the role we play in
shaping effective epidemic responses. Our experiences throughout the COVID-19 pandemic
have highlighted substantial challenges in our field, including psychological pressures, gaps in
institutional support, and systemic issues that pervade the academic and research landscape.
Motivated by these challenges and committed to improving future response efforts, we, a group
of 27 members from the UK infectious disease modelling community, convened for a reflective
workshop in March 2023. This summary distils the key issues we identified and proposes
strategies that we believe can enhance the effectiveness of our field in future epidemic
responses. A full report on our methods and findings, including the anonymised individual
feedback from workshop participants that informed our findings, is available.
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Discussion Themes

To identify overarching themes, we started with paired discussions, with each participant sharing
their personal and professional pandemic experiences for 15 minutes. We then aggregated
pairs into groups of increasing size in order to generalise personal experiences into themes.
This approach fostered an understanding of the individual experiences that constituted our
collective response effort.

Following these discussions, we collectively identified and categorised emergent issues for
epidemic response work into themes. These were:

● Funding and institutional support: Participants reported insufficient institutional
support and contract insecurity due to reliance on external grant funding, impacting both
academic and professional services roles.

● Recognitions, rewards, and access: Current reward metrics were deemed inadequate,
with unequal credit attribution and limited access to policy-making spaces.

● Team and work dynamics: Issues included insufficient capacity, competing demands,
barriers to progression, and both positive and negative aspects of collaborative working.

● Non-academic contributions: The importance of professional services staff and
collaboration with public health agency workers were highlighted.

● Personal impacts: Public recognition led to both increased visibility and challenges;
mental ill health and burnout were prevalent; balancing work with personal commitments
was difficult for many.

We recognise that many of these issues impact those in our field outside of an epidemic
response but believe that they are a particular issue for work of this kind. We also acknowledge
that the COVID-19 pandemic has engendered widespread hardship, stress, and ill health
throughout various populations, and it is crucial to reflect on and address these profound
impacts across all strata of society, not just in our community.

Priority recommendations

The workshop proposed the following priority recommendations to improve support and
sustainability for future epidemic response work:

1. Acknowledge and reward impactful response work at institution, funder, and research
community levels. For example, refining impact measures to credit all forms of output
produced during, and required for, response work; institutions could incorporate response-driven
work into criteria for doctoral theses and promotion.

2. Encourage routine interaction between academia and public health agencies, including
consistently reviewing the appropriate allocation of epidemic response tasks. One potential
solution is creating sustainable dual positions recruiting from both sectors.
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3. Ensure response teams are well-staffed, well-resourced, stable, and provided
psychological support. This approach reduces dependence on key individuals. One approach
is to establish sustainable team-building and training programmes during non-response periods.

4. Increase the transparency of the evidence pathway from scientists to decision-makers.
This makes it easier for those across the scientific community to contribute as well as making
the evidence base for decisions clearer to the general public. This could be achieved by
standardising rapid open access to the minutes of scientific advisory meetings.

5. Implement best practices for a sustainable work environment. Employers and team
leads can promote leave-taking and respecting work hours, clarify communication about
processes and rewards across career stages, prepare for, and standardise, the onboarding of
new team members, and integrate support roles.

Achieving these changes necessitates investment from governments, funding bodies, and
institutions. Teams may need to redefine their working methods to place greater emphasis on
well-being, training, and career development. While localised initiatives require time investment
from those leading them, they must be supported to foster a healthier and more sustainable
environment for future epidemic response work.

As it stands, future epidemic responses are likely to raise similar challenges to those we have
identified here, including reliance on a select number of individuals, excessive workloads and
the exacerbation of systemic inequalities. It is critical we act outside of response contexts, for
example by implementing the recommendations we have outlined, to mitigate these issues and
respond more effectively in future.

Strengths of these themes & recommendations

● The insights are deeply rooted in the experiences of the UK modelling community,
providing authentic, community-driven perspectives.

● The workshop included participants from various career stages and perspectives,
bolstering its diversity of views.

● An external facilitator and prior community input ensured a safe and relevant discussion
environment.

Limitations of these themes & recommendations

● Participant representation was restricted due to the one-day workshop format and
limitations on who could attend in person.

● Attendees were predominantly from London and South East of England, potentially due
to restricted travel support.

● Despite efforts, few individuals who left the infectious disease modelling field were
present, possibly omitting crucial perspectives.
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● Consequently, the findings may not fully represent the breadth of experiences, especially
the most challenging ones, and could be more moderate than if a wider range of
participants attended.

● Therefore, these insights should be considered as a summary of a small group's
experiences and opinions, acknowledging potential variations across different locations
and groups. Further investigations in other locations are recommended to broaden the
scope of findings.
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